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Brand design is more than just a logo 
or an image, more than just the sum 
of the aesthetic parts. A brand is the 
core values, mission, and complete 
experience of the product or service, 
and the feelings you have associated 
with them. 

Once the brand identity is established, 
the visual amplification of that brand 
becomes one aspect of iteration. And 
for us, this is the fun part, bringing it 
from a concept to a visual reality.

The Craft Market Walk was first a 
concept, meant to meet specific 
markers and ‘craft’ a certain 
experience for its audience. Once the 
desired feelings were established, 
creating the event, its visuals, and 
marketing became a practice of 
holding these elements up to the 
experiential benchmark.

branded event goals
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Patrons the feeling: 
an experience 
mood board 5

BRAND DESIGN
From Concept to Iteration
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As a true walk, The Craft Market walk stretched one mile from the town’s library to farmer’s market grounds, down the rail trail, 
and down to a local brewery with vendors located at all three stops along the way. 

Located in Gardiner, NY with the Shawangunk mountain range in the distance, it was important to highlight the M and W 
of market walk, reminiscent of the literal peaks in the backdrop. The dotted orange line between Craft, Market, and Walk 
represents the pathway connecting all three stops, the literal walkway of the Craft Market Walk, with Craft as the destination or 
‘main highlight’ of this event. Craft goods made by artists, clothiers, chefs, farmers, brewers, and distillers were featured as the 
Craft.

Logo Requirements 
A stamp size logo 
that could be used 
for everything from 

print materials + 
website + large scale 

banners
Logo Design 

Approach 
Incorporate the 
locale + event 
brand goals + 

and experience 

LOGO DESIGN
Crafting the Logo

1 2 3
Final

Logo design evolution. After multiple iterations, this final logo 
design evolved into the final one seen here. The vibrant orange 
was more activated and represented the warm summer season 

during which the Craft Market Walk took place.
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As a true walk, The Craft Market walk 
stretched one mile from the town’s 
library to farmer’s market grounds, 
down the rail trail, and down to a local 
brewery with vendors located at all 
three stops along the way. 

Located in Gardiner, NY with the 
Shawangunk mountain range in 
the distance, it was important to 
highlight the M and W of market 
walk, reminiscent of the literal peaks 
in the backdrop. The dotted orange 
line between Craft, Market, and Walk 
represents the pathway connecting all 
three stops, the literal walkway of the 
Craft Market Walk, with Craft as the 
destination or ‘main highlight’ of this 
event. Craft goods made by artists, 
clothiers, chefs, farmers, brewers, and 
distillers were featured as the Craft.

WEBSITE DESIGN
The Event - Goers First Impression

A scrolling webpage gave event goers a sneak peak at the layout + 
vendors + and the live music to expect on the day of...

A portion of the website 
with live link to view fully
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Creating branded signage that was cohesive with the marketing materials, assisted in wayfinding, and coordinated with the 
site map was key.  This fostered easy event wayfinding from one area of the Craft Market Walk to another, facilitating the 
three goals of the event: fostering family fun + gathering community members + connecting artisans with patrons. 

Branded 24x36” A-frame posters assisted with event wayfinding.

Event Maps with listed vendors coordinated with wayfinding 
signage for easy event navigation.

SIGNAGE DESIGN
The Importance of Wayfinding
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Print marketing materials helped 
promote the event and convey the 
level of polished craft that would be 
present: including artisan goods, food 
and drink, custom clothing and natural, 
handmade beauty products. 

Coasters were placed in local 
breweries and mercantiles while fliers 
were created for business promotions 
and handout postcards were created 
for hand to hand marketing.

PRINT MARKETING MATERIALS
Coasters + Fliers + Postcards

Coasters for breweries + mercantiles  

Hand to hand marketing with postcard fliers was a hit


